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Farmers Reap Right to Repair Agricultural Equipment
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Fig. 1. Farmers using the latest computerized, GPS-guided farm equipment, like
this (a) tractor and (b) combine harvester, often cannot access the necessary tools,
software, spare parts, and information to make needed repairs themselves. New
laws and agreements may make it easier for farmers to perform those repairs or
hire independent mechanics. Credit: both, Acroterion/Wikimedia (CC BY-SA 4.0).
A farmer is ready to harvest the winter wheat crop when his
combine harvester breaks down. Even if the problem would be
relatively simple to remedy, the farmer probably cannot make
the repair himself or get help from an independent shop because
manufacturers have restricted access to the tools, documentation,
and other requirements for fixing their equipment [1]. Instead,
the farmer will likely have to turn to one of the manufacturer’s
dealers, which could mean waiting days or even weeks for a service
call from a company technician [2]. In the meantime, the farmer’s
crop sits unharvested, vulnerable to damage or destruction by bad
weather [2].

But farmers in Colorado, USA, will soon have another option.
This year, the state’s governor signed a law that gives farmers con-
trol over who repairs their equipment [3]. The law mandates that
manufacturers make available ‘‘parts, embedded software, firm-
ware, tools, or documentation, such as diagnostic, maintenance,
or repair manuals, diagrams, or similar information” so that farm-
ers and independent repair shops can do the work themselves [4].
The US states of Massachusetts [5] and New York [6] have passed
‘‘right-to-repair” laws that cover cars and electronics, but Colorado
is the first to enact such a law for agricultural equipment [3]. ‘‘This
is a huge breakthrough,” said Paul Roberts, founder of Secure
Repairs, an organization based in Boston, MA, USA, that backs the
right to repair. Chad Franke, president of the Rocky Mountain
Farmers Union in Denver, CO, USA, also lauds the new law. Car
owners can decide who fixes their vehicles, but farmers cannot
make that choice for their tractors and harvesters, he said. ‘‘We
have been fighting for this for years. We consider it a fairness
issue.”.

Farmers elsewhere in the country may also gain the right to
repair their equipment. Other states are weighing bills like
Colorado’s [1]. In addition, the biggest US farm equipment
manufacturers—Case IH and New Holland (both of which are
subsidiaries of London, UK-based CNH Industrial) and Deere &
Co. (Moline, IL, USA)—have promised to permit some owner repairs
nationwide [2,7]. Deere & Co., the largest company, also faces a
class-action lawsuit that could compel it to share its repair soft-
ware and documentation [8].

Consumers and manufacturers have clashed over who can
repair products for decades, and their disputes have frequently
ended up in court [9,10]. The issue has become more contentious
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as products, including farm equipment, have become increasingly
dependent on microchips and internet connectivity. Today’s
tractors and combine harvesters are rolling computers (Fig. 1),
controlled by software and guided by the global positioning system
(GPS) [11,12]. Some of the newest models drive themselves [13].
And a barnful of other smart equipment has appeared on the farm,
including sprayers and drones [14,15].

Right to repair is not just a farm issue, but it is a big concern for
farmers because they contend with unique logistical challenges,
said Leland Glenna, professor of rural sociology and science, tech-
nology, and society at Pennsylvania State University in University
Park, PA, USA. A city resident with a broken iPhone can take it to
the nearest Apple store, Glenna said. But in rural areas, the closest
agricultural equipment dealership may be more than 100 km
away. Moreover, some crops must be harvested within a short
period of time. Farmers ‘‘can lose a lot of money, or even their
livelihood,” if their equipment is down during this crucial window,
Glenna said. Until recently, farmers were often able to repair their
equipment themselves.

However, many types of products, including farm machinery,
have become harder to repair, often by design. A notorious exam-
ple is the unorthodox pentalobe screw that Apple began installing
on some of its devices in 2009, which requires a specialized screw-
driver to remove [16]. Manufacturers have adopted other strate-
gies to curtail who can service their products and what
my of Engineering and Higher Education Press Limited Company.
/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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replacement parts they can choose [17]. Deere & Co. places digital
locks on its tractor software that open only with codes and
software that the company furnishes exclusively to its dealers
and authorized repair providers [18]. Some desperate farmers have
resorted to buying ‘‘jailbroken” versions of this software on the
black market to disable these locks so they can perform repairs
[19]. Another company strategy is parts pairing, in which replace-
ment parts not produced by the original manufacturer and
installed by an authorized repairer will not work [20].

Such restrictions are necessary, manufacturers contend, to pro-
tect their intellectual property and to ensure that products are safe,
functional, and secure from cyberattack [17]. Right-to-repair sup-
porters disagree. The security argument is nonsense, Roberts said.
Manufacturers already share tools, diagnostic software, security
codes, and product information with thousands or tens of thou-
sands of third parties such as authorized repair facilities, he said.
‘‘If sharing such information posed such a dire cybersecurity risk,
manufacturers would not be distributing it widely,” Roberts said.

Facing frustrated consumers, lawsuits, and legislation, some
manufacturers have softened their resistance to right to repair.
Under a program launched in 2022, for instance, Apple ships users
in some countries the instructions, parts, and tools needed to mend
their iPhones [21]. In 2023, the American Farm Bureau Federation
(AFBF), an agricultural trade association located in Washington,
DC, USA, announced ‘‘memoranda of understanding” with Deere
& Co., Case IH, and New Holland in which the companies vowed
to make independent repair easier [2,7,22].

Emily Buckman, director of government affairs for the AFBF,
said that the agreements cover diagnostic and repair codes, manu-
als, product guides, and direct purchasing of dealer-specific diag-
nostic tools that farmers or independent shops need to repair the
manufacturers’ equipment. The agreements also include a frame-
work for periodic review. ‘‘Technology is evolving,” she said, and
the agreements ‘‘provide an opportunity for updating to address
new and emerging issues.” Critics, however, knock the agreements
because they are non-binding, provide no enforcement mecha-
nism, and permit participants to withdraw with 30 days’ notice.
The last provision could deter mechanics who are thinking of set-
ting up new repair shops or expanding existing ones to service the
manufacturers’ machinery, said Franke. They may be reluctant
because they could lose their investment in tools and training if
the manufacturer withdraws. That provision is one reason the
agreements ‘‘are essentially meaningless,” said Aaron Perzanowski,
professor of law at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA.

Regardless, legislation mandating the right to repair for farm
equipment is moving ahead. More than ten US states besides
Colorado considered bills in 2023 [1], and Franke said that his
organization is working to get national legislation passed. An
agricultural right-to-repair bill was introduced in the US Congress
in 2021, but it never received a vote [23].

Right to repair is also gaining in other countries. Support for it is
strong in the European Union, said Enrique Dans, a professor of
innovation at IE Business School in Madrid, Spain. For a decade,
EU regulations have required farm equipment manufacturers to
share information on repair and maintenance with independent
dealers. However, Dans noted, the law permits manufacturers to
close off parts of their operating software to third parties, a mea-
sure designed to prevent tampering with the equipment to, for
instance, disable pollution control technology. The European Union
has recently introduced or proposed other right-to-repair rules. In
2021, it instituted new regulations that require manufacturers to
stock spare parts for some products for 7–10 years after they go
off the market [24]. And draft regulations proposed in 2023 would
mandate that companies offer repair for products such as appli-
ances and televisions for 5–10 years [25]. But neither of those sets
of regulations would cover farm equipment, Dans said.
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Australian farmers might also soon have right to repair. Because
of the country’s vast distances and relatively sparse population,
they may have to travel for more than a day to reach the nearest
repair shop, said Leanne Wiseman, professor of law at Griffith
University in Brisbane, Australia. Under a mandatory data sharing
law that went into effect in 2022, car makers must furnish service,
diagnostic, and repair information and software to independent
shops [26]. The government is considering whether to bring agri-
cultural machinery under the law. A memorandum of understand-
ing like the ones in the United States is also a possibility, Wiseman
said, but a legislative solution like the mandatory data sharing law
‘‘would have teeth” because the country’s competition commission
would enforce it.

As more governments weigh right-to-repair legislation, some
experts caution that these laws must be carefully tailored to avoid
unintended consequences. The laws can be a plus for consumers
and manufacturers, said Luyi Yang, assistant professor of opera-
tions and information technology management at the University
of California, Berkeley, CA, USA. They can also reduce waste by
encouraging owners to fix products instead of throwing them
out—although this is less of an issue for farm equipment, which
tends to have a long lifespan. Still, the laws are not always univer-
sally beneficial. When Yang and his colleagues analyzed how the
introduction of right-to-repair regulations might affect prices, they
found that consumers, manufacturers, and the environment can
lose in some situations [27].

In the case of moderately expensive items like tractors, the
researchers determined that manufacturers would probably ini-
tially lower prices to keep their customers. But if regulations meant
that repair by independent shops became much cheaper, manufac-
turers would end up offering free repair and raising prices for new
products to maintain profits. Thus, manufacturers and consumers
would lose. But so might the environment, Yang said, because
users, deterred by the high cost of replacements, could stick with
older, possibly more polluting equipment for as long as possible.
The paper came out before the Colorado law was signed into law,
and the researchers did not analyze its wording. But their study
suggests that ‘‘identifying the sweet spot” for right-to-repair regu-
lations may be difficult, Yang said.

Whether more US states or the US federal government will pass
agricultural right-to-repair laws remains to be seen. But how
Colorado’s new law plays out could improve the prospects for
additional legislation. If it is a success, Perzanowski said, it will be
‘‘a bit easier to try this experiment” elsewhere.
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